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June 19, 2018admin 

 

You may have 

resolutions to 

lose weight or 

become 

healthier this 

year but what 

about the resolution to become a better employee? Striving to become a 

better worker at the company can make you indispensable and also get you 

a promotion in the long run. 

Irrespective of the industry you work in, here are 15 different ways to become 

a better employee in 2018. 

1. Improve your focus 

The current generation has a lot of distractions. In fact, there seems to be a 

new one popping in every day. While some are important, some just end up 

wasting a lot of your time. To add value to what you do at your and 

accomplish more than you decided to, enhance your focus. Identify which 

distractions trouble you and restrict their usage. As you learn to limit 

distractions, your productivity will improve. 

2. Engage with employees 

Some employees work from remote locations. If you are one of them, 

chances that you interact with colleagues face to face are lesser. This can 

impact your association with the organization and other team members. 

https://www.wifiattendance.com/blog/15-tips-to-ensure-better-work-life-balance/
https://www.wifiattendance.com/blog/15-tips-to-ensure-better-work-life-balance/
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Try to turn on your webcam or fix meetings with colleagues whenever you 

get a chance. Such interactions help for better communication and build 

working relationships. If you physically work at the workplace, walk over to 

your colleague and initiate a conversation. 

3. Ask for feedback 

You may feel that what you are doing is extremely efficient and above 

expectations. But do remember that it is not all about you. Ask your seniors 

for feedback and understand how you can improve your performance. Listen 

to their inputs positively and ensure that you are not selfish and self-

centered. Working with an egoistic and selfish employee isn’t fun, so avoid 

being one. 

4. Don’t judge 

Today, people tend to be judgmental. This isn’t improving results in any 

manner and is just making the workplace more complicated. Respect your 

colleagues even if you disagree with their opinion. When you show more 

respect to the thoughts and beliefs of other people, you will be more 

productive and successful. 

5. Accomplish 

High performers always focus on what they need to accomplish. They do not 

get bogged down by workload. So concentrate on what you need to 

accomplish rather than just being busy. 

6. Do not blame 

https://www.wifiattendance.com/blog/ai-changing-workplace/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaquast/2017/02/13/to-earn-more-respect-at-work-stop-doing-these-10-things/#4aa9e598ccbc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaquast/2017/02/13/to-earn-more-respect-at-work-stop-doing-these-10-things/#4aa9e598ccbc
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Always remember that when you point a finger at someone, there are three 

fingers pointing back at you. If something hasn’t been done in the right way, 

ask yourself how you can bring an improvement. Take ownership and 

accountability. Employees who avoid blaming and take accountability of 

what’s happening are valued more than other employees. 

7. Don’t be complacent 

There is no reason to be complacent. You cannot know everything and 

there’s always room to learn more. The world is changing fast and team 

members who consistently take an initiative to learn are valuable and 

marketable. 

8. Be Proactive 

A lot of employees just meet job requirements. However, it is important that 

you remain committed and try to finish additional things on the task list. It can 

be challenging but is definitely rewarding. With this attitude, you will notice a 

sense of success for yourself. 

9. Enhance your soft skills 

Less-tangible skills like emotional intelligence are of great value today. For 

instance, an employee with high EQ has the ability to handle pressure, can 

cooperate with other team members, is ready to take feedback, and is also 

empathetic. Such employees are always more welcome in the working 

environment. 

10. Have gratitude 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2018/03/22/how-and-why-to-develop-your-emotional-intelligence/#66ef66dc669b
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Remember to say ‘thank you’ often. Don’t let anyone’s favour or anyone’s 

support go unnoticed. Co-workers will be more willing to help if you have a 

positive attitude and the ability to show gratitude. 

11. Get better at goal setting 

Goals are essential for progress. But just setting the goals is not enough. 

Goals must be beyond an employee’s comfort zone and often tied with 

broader corporate goals. Perform frequent checks to understand how well 

you are progressing and ask for constructive feedback from peers and 

managers. 

12. Manage your time well 

Setting goals isn’t enough, meeting them on time is equally vital. If you don’t 

stretch deadlines and complete your assignments on time, you are like a star 

performer. Do not generate too many ideas since they can sway you from 

the actual task at hand. Finish one milestone at a time and move forward 

with every step. 

13. Improve your social media game 

The social media game can help you in several ways to boost your career. 

Search for thought leaders and strive to position yourself at par with them. 

Share what you are working on and highlight your achievements. 

14. Send better emails 

Emails are an important medium of communication at the workplace. Make 

sure you write clear, concise, and actionable emails. Start with what is worth 

the attention and then move on to the explanation bit. Do not forget to 
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mention the next steps. Learn to respect the time the recipient is giving to 

read your email. 

15. Work on how you deal with conflict 

When more people are working on a particular project, differences in opinion 

are bound to arise. These differences can escalate to a conflict depending 

on the kind of people working together. Try to find out the cause of a clash 

and fix it at your end before rolling up your sleeves. Keep the ultimate goal 

as the center of your thought process and recommend a compromise. 

A Final Thought 

The above-mentioned tips are great to start with and you can really 

contribute much more to your organization. No one will lead you to become 

a better employee, it is you who has to take the initiative and bring about a 

difference. 

 


